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RAM or the Random Access Memory is one of the most important components of the computer as
the data stored in the memory can be searched for in any of the locations as opposed to the ones
that are stored in hard drives. Although a basic RAM is enough but with time as one takes to storing
more and more data, the RAM has to be increased considerably and in direct proportion to the
increasing storage of data. Increasing the RAM does not just makes space for storing more amount
of data but it can also significantly increase the speed of the computer.

A lot of small businesses need a good server to efficiently function, HP offers a great line of HP
servers that can provide easy solutions to businesses that might have limited IT support on the site.
Apart from the good quality service it offers, these are also priced at much competitive rates that
makes it possible for even small-scale businesses to purchase and make use of it. The HP servers
promises an increase in the number of hard drives and the storage capacity too increases
considerably increasing the optimum capacity.

As already mentioned the reason for the computer to work sluggishly could to a great extent be
because of the low desktop computer memory that is the RAM. Memory whether it is the HP
memory or the Dell dimension 4300 memory needs to be upgraded from time to time so that the
load on the processor can reduce and which will also make the computer run much faster than the
normal. Today the RAM is synonymous with SDRAM and features the dual in line memory module
(DIMM), which is generally inserted into the slot present in the motherboard.

To increase your desktop pc memory, you could either buying the product from a local retailer or get
it on the internet. While purchasing it from the retailer you must be sure of the authenticity of the
products as a lot of memory might be available in the companyâ€™s original package but the product
itself is not authentic.

Also when one goes to purchase it form the retailer, they must have a good knowledge about the
various terminologies and the correct product, it is imperative to match the RAM with the right
configuration of the product. If you are not sure of which particular memory will fit server, it is better
to have a technician examine the motherboard configuration before hand.

For those seeking to purchase the product online DDR2 Memory must also keep the authenticity in
mind and try to purchase it from a reputed website. A lot of fraud website offer memory products
that they claim to be authentic but in reality are nothing short of duplicates.

Memory Ten Inc., is your one stop shop for all your memory requirements. All our products are
hundred percent authentic and bears the companyâ€™s logo, do not be fooled by the false claim of
other companies and trust only Memory Ten Inc. as we aim at providing fair and efficient products to
our customers.
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